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Wiinberg furniture is exclusively produced in 
Denmark. This is a choice we have made to 
secure high quality products made by cabinet-
makers with experience and engagement. 

We work together with skilled craftsmen and 
highly values a continuously dialogue on devel-
opment in order to secure furniture which last 
throughout generations. Together we select the 
best version of each design. 

The cabinetmaker carefully selects each piece 
of wood and combines the pieces based on 
their characteristics and colours. 

This is one of the reasons why furniture from 
Wiinberg always has that special Nordic look.

HANDMADE 
IN DENMARK

made in Denmark
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TEVE
Designer: Anders Huus
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made in Denmark

The Teve shelving system basically only includes 
3 modules. Based on these endless shelving 
combinations can be created adjusted to your 
style or need.

The Teve shelving system is delivered in oily 
American walnut and European oak with oil, 
white oil, smoked with oil or black stain. 

Teve is an alternative to the prevailing box thin-
king within shelving design.

The design is inspired by television from the 
1950´ies. The round shapes give character and 
bring out the veins of the tree and the unique 
personality. 

The idea of literally thinking outside the box is 
central for the design. The large space between 
the modules is made with a view to storage. It 
creates a very special effect when the shelves 
are filled with for instance books. 

TEVE shelving system
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COMPOSE YOUR 
VERY OWN TEVE
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The motive power of Anders Huus is his wish 
to challenge the conventions and create original 
designs which make people happy for several 
years. 

The natural materials which have personality 
and get mellowed instead of being torn are im-
portant for his work, and are together with origi-
nality the foundation of his beautiful and unique 
pieces of furniture. 

Anders Huus took his Master of Arts in Industri-
al Design at the Designskolen Kolding in 2008. 
His design work includes woodburning stoves, 
unique furniture installations, industrial design 
and pieces of furniture.

made in Denmark

Designer

ANDERS HUUS 
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TEVE 
 – A SHELVING 

SYSTEM TO 
BE STACKED
See the product description on the next pages. 
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Timber types 
Oak: Clear oil 
Oak: White oil
Oak: Black stain
Oak: Smoked, clear oil
Walnut: Clear oil

Drawers
Each cabinet can have two drawers. If your order 1 drawer it is placed in the top of the cabinet. 

Legs
Teve is available with three different leg lengths: 33.5 cm, 27 cm and 20.5 cm.

SMALL TEVE 
W x D x H:  440 x 380 x 645 mm

33,5 cm 27 cm 20,5 cm

Compose your own shelving combination – the possibilities are endless! By choosing Teve with dents in 
the top you can shape your shelving system precisely as you want. Choose your own wooden type, 
height and size. The small Teve is available as open module or with drawers. 

With holes in the top

33,5 cm is standard for the small Teve.

44 cm

64,5 cm

See more in our price list
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MEDIUM TEVE 
W x D x H:  680 x 380 x 645 mm
Compose your own shelving combination - the possibilities are endless! By choosing Teve with dents in 
the top you can shape your shelving system precisely as you want. Choose your own timber type, 
height and size. The medium Teve is available as open module, with drawers or with doors.

Timber types 
Oak: Clear oil 
Oak: White oil
Oak: Black stain
Oak: Smoked, clear oil
Walnut: Clear oil

Drawers
Each cabinet can have two drawers. If your order 1 drawer it is placed in the top of the cabinet. 

Doors
If the cabinet is chosen with doors, there will be two doors. 

Legs
Teve is available with three different leg lengths: 33.5 cm, 27 cm and 20.5 cm.

33,5 cm 27 cm 20,5 cm 27 cm is standard for the medium Teve.

68 cm

64,5 cm

See more in our price list

With holes in the top
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LARGE TEVE
W x D x H:  920 x 380 x 645 mm
Compose your own shelving combination - the possibilities are endless! By choosing Teve with dents 
in the top you can shape your shelving system precisely as you want. Choose your own timber type, 
height and size. The large Teve is available as open module, with drawers or with doors.

Timber types 
Oak: Clear oil 
Oak: White oil
Oak: Black stain
Oak: Smoked, clear oil
Walnut: Clear oil

Drawers
Each cabinet can have two drawers. If your order 1 drawer it is placed in the top of the cabinet. 

Doors
If the cabinet is chosen with doors, there will be two doors. 

Legs
Teve is available with three different leg lengths: 33.5 cm, 27 cm and 20.5 cm.

33,5 cm 27 cm 20,5 cm 20,5 cm is standard for the large Teve.

92 cm

64,5 cm

See more in our price list

With holes in the top
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TEVE – AS FREE  
STANDING

See product description on the following pages
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Timber types 
Oak: Clear oil 
Oak: White oil
Oak: Black stain
Oak: Smoked, clear oil
Walnut: Clear oil

Drawers
Each cabinet can have two drawers. If your order 1 drawer it is placed in the top of the cabinet. 

Legs
Teve is available with three different leg lengths: 33.5 cm, 27 cm and 20.5 cm.

SMALL TEVE 
W x D x H:  440 x 380 x 645 mm

33,5 cm 27 cm 20,5 cm

Choose the Teve as an isolated piece of furniture without dents in the top, where the timber type, 
height and size is fully up to you. The small Teve is available as open module or with drawers.

Free standing

33,5 cm is standard for the small Teve.

44 cm

64,5 cm

See more in our price list
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Timber types 
Oak: Clear oil 
Oak: White oil
Oak: Black stain
Oak: Smoked, clear oil
Walnut: Clear oil

Drawers
Each cabinet can have two drawers. If your order 1 drawer it is placed in the top of the cabinet. 

Doors
If the cabinet is chosen with doors, there will be two doors. 

Legs
Teve is available with three different leg lengths: 33.5 cm, 27 cm and 20.5 cm.

MEDIUM TEVE 
W x D x H:  680 x 380 x 645 mm

33,5 cm 27 cm 20,5 cm

Choose the Teve as an isolated piece of furniture without dents in the top, where the timber type, 
height and size is fully up to you. The medium Teve is available as open module, with drawers or 
with doors.

27 cm is standard for the medium Teve.

68 cm

64,5 cm

See more in our price list

Free standing
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Timber types 
Oak: Clear oil 
Oak: White oil
Oak: Black stain
Oak: Smoked, clear oil
Walnut: Clear oil

Drawers
Each cabinet can have two drawers. If your order 1 drawer it is placed in the top of the cabinet. 

Doors
If the cabinet is chosen with doors, there will be two doors. 

Legs
Teve is available with three different leg lengths: 33.5 cm, 27 cm and 20.5 cm.

LARGE TEVE
W x D x H:  920 x 380 x 645 mm
Choose the Teve as an isolated piece of furniture without dents in the top, where the timber type, height 
and size is fully up to you. The large Teve is available as open module, with drawers or with doors.

33,5 cm 27 cm 20,5 cm 20,5 cm is standard for the large Teve.

92 cm

64,5 cm

 

See more in our price list

Free standing
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RIVERSTONE
Designer: Jonas Lyndby Jensen
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made in Denmark

The Riverstone dining table is perfect for infor-
mal and cosy moments for 6 persons. It is de-
signed in solid wood with only three legs. The 
tabletop has a nice organic shape which creates 
some variation to the normal, round table. 

The table is delivered in oily American walnut, 
oily European oak, white oil, smoked with oil 
and black stain. 

Delivery also in special sizes. 

RIVERSTONE 
The dining table
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DINING TABLE 
IN ORGANIC  
SHAPE
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Jonas Lyndby Jensen is originally a cabinetmaker. 
Later he studied at the Danish Design School in 
Copenhagen specializing in furniture design.

He has always had a great interest and passion 
for the Nordic furniture traditions and often Jonas 
finds his inspiration close to his home – in the 
Scandinavian nature.

Deeply rooted in the Nordic furniture traditions 
you will find Jonas Lyndby Jensen’s beautiful pie-
ces of furniture with organic shapes and in deli-
cate natural materials.

made in Denmark

Designer

JONAS LYNDBY JENSEN 
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Timber types 
Oak: Clear oil 
Oak: White oil
Oak: Black stain
Oak: Smoked, clear oil
Walnut: Clear oil

RIVERSTONE DINING TABLE 
D x H: 144 x 73 cm
The organicly shaped table is suitable for 6 persons and perfect because it only has three legs. It is made of
solid wood, and has a height of 73 cm and a diameter of 144 cm. The table is available in five different 
materials.

See more in our pricelist
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LISSAU
Designer: Henrik Lissau
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made in Denmark

A true Nordic furniture classic which invites air 
and light into the room. Lissau is made of solid 
wood and has a very strong construction.

The shelves are made of thin wooden lists, 
which change from vertical to horizontal and 
meet in all corners. This creates a light, elegant 
and very durable construction. 

Lissau shelves are produced as book shelves, 
hanging shelves, square shelves and wine 
racks. All types of shelves can be produced in 
adjusted sizes and combinations. You can choo-
se between solid oak, pine, mahogany, smoked 
oak, ash or cherry. 

You can also choose between the following fi-
nish: black stain on solid oak.

LISSAU shelves
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AVAILABLE AS 
BOOK SHELVES, 
HANGING SHELVES, 
SQUARE SHELVES 
OR WINE RACKS. 
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”I believe in the sun – also when the sun does 
not shine”. Those are the words from Henrik Lis-
sau, son of the founder of the company Th. Lis-
sau A/S, Jydsk Rullegardinfabrik in 1922. 

It is a very suitable description of his products 
and his approach to life. The factory used to 
produce exclusive wooden blinds, designed by 
Henrik. Later he designed the Lissau shelving 
system. An airy and elegant piece of furniture 
of solid strips of wood, where numerous com-
binations are possible. In order to reinvent and 
reintroduce the elegant Lissau shelving system 
Heidi Wiinberg and master joiner Michael Fal-
kenberg have carefully updated the production 
assortment to modern standards.

made in Denmark

Designer

HENRIK LISSAU 
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Wooden types
Oak: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil, white soap or smoked with clear oil. 
Mahogany: Available untreated or with transparent oil. 
Pine: Available untreated or with transparent oil, white oil or white soap. 

Depth
27 cm eller 31 cm.

Width
61 cm, 119 cm, 177 cm eller 235 cm.

Height
208 cm, 185,5 cm, 159,5 cm, 131,5 cm, 103,5 cm eller 71,5 cm.

LISSAU SHELVES 
The Lissau shelving system can be combined according to your need. As standard there are 4 different 
widths and 6 heights, where the depth can be both 27 and 31 cm according to requirement. In the 
price list you can see the various combinations, however, in case you have any questions please feel 
free to contact us.  

See more in our price list
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Wooden types
Oak: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil, white soap or smoked with clear oil. 
Mahogany: Available untreated or with clear oil. 
Pine: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil or white soap. 

Depth
27 cm eller 31 cm.

Width
61 cm, 119 cm, 177 cm eller 235 cm.

Height
74 cm eller 38,5 cm.

LISSAU HANGING SHELVES
Lissau hanging shelves can be combined in many ways. As standard there are 4 different widths and 
2 heights, where the depth can be both 27 and 31 cm according to your need. In the price list you can 
see the various combinations, however, in case you have any questions please feel free to contact us. 

See more in our price list
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Wooden types
Oak: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil, white soap or smoked with clear oil. 
Mahogany: Available untreated or with clear oil. 
Pine: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil or white soap. 

Depth
27 cm eller 31 cm.

Width
74 cm.

Height
74 cm.

LISSAU SQUARE SHELVES 
Lissau square shelves can be combined in many ways. There are 2 standard widths and 
2 standard heights. The shelves can be mounted on the wall.

See more in our price list
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Wooden types
Oak: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil, white soap or smoked with clear oil. 
Mahogany: Available untreated or with clear oil. 
Pine: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil or white soap. 

Depth
31 cm.

Width
61 cm, 119 cm, 177 cm eller 235 cm.

Height
208 cm, 185,5 cm, 159,5 cm, 131,5 cm, 103,5 cm eller 71,5 cm.

LISSAU WINE RACK
Lissau wine rack can be combined as you feel like. There are 4 standard widths and 6 standard heights, 
and depth is 31 cm. In the price list you can see the various combinations, however, in 
case you have any questions please feel free to contact us. 

See more in our price list
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DAYDREAM
Designer: Heidi Wiinberg
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made in Denmark

The characteristic daybed has always been po-
pular – back in the 1850’ies adventurer Dr. Li-
vingstone loved to rest on an austerely daybed 
under open sky on the African savanna. 

Daydream is Wiinberg’s edition of a comfortable 
and beautiful daybed. The design is courageous 
and with a light and Nordic idiom the stylish 
expression fits perfectly into the modern home.

Daydream is produced in solid wood in oak, ma-
hogany or pine and is available in various fabric 
or leather qualities. The button colours is up to 
you to decide. 

DAYDREAM 
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Wooden type 
Oak: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil, white soap or smoked with clear oil. 
Mahogany: Available untreated or with clear oil. 
Pine: Available untreated or with clear oil, white oil or white soap. 

Frame size
L x W x H: 190 x 84 x 35 cm. 

Mattress size
L x W x H: 200 x 90 x 7 cm

The daybed can be produced according to measurement in almost all sizes. 

DAYDREAM DAYBED
Daydream is produced in solid wood and is available in three different wooden types.
There is a wide selection of colour combinations for the mattress – and it is up to you whether you 
want fabric or leather. 

See more in our price list
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CLEANING
Clean the wooden products  with a dry, clean 
cloth. Never place wet or hot objects on the 
wooden products. 

Oak, treated with oil
Rub wood oil on the surface when needed. The 
wood oil to be added in a thin layer, then care-
fully dry with clean cloths. Please study the in-
structions for the oil being used. 

Walnut, treated with oil
Rub colourless wood oil on the surface when 
needed. The wood oil to be added in a thin lay-
er, then carefully dry with clean cloths. Please 
study the instructions for the oil being used. 

Wooden furniture in general
With its many qualities wood has always been 
the preferred material in the production of fur-
niture. Bear in mind that wood has slight colour 
differences and that each piece of wood has its 
own characteristic. 

GUARANTEE
Wood is a living material which can change be-
ing affected by temperatures and humidity. It 
might extend, shrink or warp in relation to the 
other parts of the same furniture. 

No guarantee is granted towards slight differ-
ences in the wood or slight warps. The wood-
en products system is treated with either oil or 
stain which delays colour change due to direct 
sun light. Take good care of your furniture and it 
will last for generations. 

GALLERY
We would like to show you how our customers 
furnish their homes with The wooden products.
If you want to show how you have furnished 
your home please take a picture and send this 
to: mail@wiinberg.eu 

We hope the furniture from Wiinberg will bring 
you joy for several years ahead. 

Care and

TREATMENT 

made in Denmark


